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Press release
BCGSoft releases BCGMobile 6.0 for Windows Phone
October 5, 2011 –St. Petersburg, Russia. BCGSoft Co Ltd today announced that a new product
BCGMobile 6.0 for Windows Phone is available.
We're happy to announce the release of BCGMobile targeting Windows Phone 7.0 and Mango,
which is designed to speed up the development of mobile applications. It contains a set of highly
demandable controls which will help in creation of content rich applications for mobile devices. The
product is suitable for Visual Studio 2010 and Expression Blend with Windows Phone add-ons.
The highlighted BCGMobile components are: Chart Control, Planner Control, Gauges and Calculator.
Advanced Chart Control. Professional Chart Control for Windows Phone contains over 12 chart
types (Line, Area, Column and Bar, Pie and Doughnut, Funnel, Pyramid etc.) with extensive
customization features, built-in animation effects and predefined color themes. The ability to
create custom color themes and support for custom models for various chart elements like data
markers, data labels and legend items allows creation of beautifully looking charts in minutes.
Gauge components. BCGMobile includes several gauge types - Circular gauges, linear gauges, State
indicator, led and numeric indicators. All of them have great opportunities for customization. It’s
easy to create gauges with colored ranges and multiple scales, using variety of customizable color
themes. Now you can combine Gauge components with Chart Control to employ visually stunning
digital dashboards in your mobile applications.
Planner (Calendar) Control. The Planner control is designed to create and manage events such as
appointments, meetings, etc. It’s possible to view the events of one day, one week, or the entire
month. Appointment and scheduling capabilities of this control allow creation of single
appointments, all-day and multi-day appointments, view and managing concurrent appointments,
highlighting “particular days” such as holidays. You can apply various color themes and custom
colors to all elements of the Planner control. The Planer is suitable for scheduling mobile
applications.

Calculator. Calculator control implements the functionality of mathematical calculator. You can use
a lot of built-in extended calculator features like ‘Custom button themes’, ‘Custom display’, ‘Userdefined actions’ and others to include a feature rich calculator into your mobile application.
The complete information about product features can be found on the company’s website
http://www.bcgsoft.com

About BCGSoft Co Ltd
BCGSoft Ltd. is a software company specializing in development of business components for
Microsoft® Windows. Customer satisfaction is our first priority and we aim to produce only top
quality software. User interface programming is not always an easy process, and we do our best to
help developers incorporate the most advanced technologies available on the today's market into
their applications.
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